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There have been several recent advances in the area of emergency medicine. Literature from the past 
year was reviewed for articles pertaining to the most controversial or potentially practice-improving    
topics in the field of emergency medicine. Three articles stood out as most pertinent and are summa-
rized below. These are brief summaries, and it is recommended that each article be read in its entirely 
for a more in-depth understanding. 

Diagnosing Pancreatitis  

Despite our increasing awareness of the importance of pancreatitis in veterinary medicine, its diagnosis 
still remains challenging. The clinical signs and examination findings mirror those of several other      
disease processes, and standard diagnostic tests have proven to have poor sensitivity and specificity or 
require above average expertise and expensive equipment. 

Recently, 2 assays for pancreatitis have been validated in the dog and cat. A quantitative test for     
pancreatic-specific lipase (PL) (Spec-cPL

a
 and Spec-fPL

a
) and a point-of-care colorimetric assay (SNAP

-cPL
a
 and SNAP-fPL

a
). The SNAP test is simple, rapid, and inexpensive and is consequently used 

widely by veterinary practitioners as an in-house assay for pancreatitis. Treatment for pancreatitis,     
including possible referral to a specialty institution, can be costly and inconvenient for owners, so it is 
important that we are confident in the results of our diagnostic tests. Until recently, these tests have not 
been rigorously evaluated clinically. 

A recent multi-institutional study evaluated the utility of these assays for the diagnosis of clinical acute 
pancreatitis in dogs.

1
This was a prospective study of 84 dogs from multiple institutions that were        

enrolled based on physical exam and presenting clinical signs. Each dog had a SPEC-cPL and a SNAP
-cPL performed. A panel of experts evaluated each dog's medical record, laboratory findings, and ultra-
sound images, but was blinded to the results of the PL tests. The dogs were placed into 1 of 5 catego-
ries ranging from definitely not pancreatitis to definitely pancreatitis based on panel consensus. These 
results were then compared to the results of the SPEC-cPL and SNAP-cPL. 

The sensitivities of the quantitative test (SPEC200) and point-of-care test (SNAP) were 90% and 93%, 
respectively, and specificities were 72% and 74%, respectively. The high sensitivity means that a   
negative result provides a high predictive value for the absence of pancreatitis, making these good 

screening tests. However, the lower specificity of these tests limits their 
use as independent diagnostic assays. The authors' recommendation is 
that these tests should be interpreted in series with other laboratory,   
imaging, and physical examination findings in order to increase their   
diagnostic accuracy. 
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